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5 1. Let 1 be an odd prime and let the number of ideal classes in the 
cyclotomic field k, defined by a primitive Zth root of unity, be h = ZnhO with 
(I, ha) = 1, where (I, ha) stands for the greatest common divisor of 1 and h, . 
Consider the group of classes of all the ideals in k of the form (21ho, where Zl 
is an ideal in K. This gives a group of order In and is called the irregular 
class group of K. 
It is known that h = h,h, , where h, is called the first factor of the class 
number and h, is called the second factor of the class number, and the latter 
is equal to the class number of the real subfield of K of degree (1 - 1)/2. 
Now, the divisibility problem of ha by 1 itself is very interesting and also 
of importance in Fermat’s conjecture. In a previous paper [l] the writer 
proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. If 1 is an oddprime and h, is prime to I, then 01~ + /3” + y’ = 0 
is not satisfied in integers OL, /3, y  belonging to the real subJeld of k prime to 
1 - 1, where 5 is a primitive lth root of unity. 
Vandiver [2] proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM B. If h, is prime to 1 and none of the Bernoulli numbers Bj, , 
j = 1, 2, .a., (1 - 3)/2, is divisibZe by 13, then 01~ + /3” + yz = 0 is not satisjed 
in integers a, /3, y  belonging to the real subfield of k, where 1 is an odd prime, 01, 
fl, y  are prime to each and (c&y, 1 - 5) = 1 - 5. 
In the present paper we shall give results concerning this problem. 
5 2. Pollaczek [3] gave the following results: 
LEWIA 1. In k we may select a basis for the irregular class group C, , C, , 
*em, C, such that 
c;-ri = 1, i = 1, 2, “., u, 
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where the c’s are positive rational integers and s is the substitution (5 -+ p), 
r being a primitive root module 1. 
We now designate by 
P 1, P,, “.,P, (1) 
the C’s mentioned in Lemma 1 such that the corresponding c’s are quadratic 
nonresidues modulo I, and by 
Q1, 0, > .**v Qv (2) 
the C’s mentioned in Lemma 1 in which the c’s are quadratic residues modulo 
1. We also designate by n the ideals of classes P in (1) such that [3] 
plR = (pj, p~-c = &I, (3) 
where c = r7’” with an odd integer m, 0 < m < I, 1” is the order of p and p, 01 
are numbers in k, and by q the ideals of classes Q in (2) such that [3] 
q lb = (p), ps-d = $, (4) 
where d = rrr with an even integer n, 0 < n < 1, lb is the order of q and 
p”, B are numbers in k. 
LEMMA 2. [4, 51 The order of the group of the classes Q in (2) is equal to 
the highest power of 1 in h, . 
PROOF. From Lemma 1, (3) and (4) we obtain [4, 51 easily pi = (01’) 
and 4 = q(p), where (Y’, /I are numbers in k, whence the relative norm of p 
with respect to the real subfield k, of k is a principal ideal and the relative 
norm of q with respect to k, is qz(/3). Hence a basis of the irregular class group 
of A,, is given by (2). 
LEMMA 3. In (3) there exists no ideal p such that m = 1. 
PROOF. If pS-’ = &, then, since p 
Liti qjsl-j-l 
is principal [6], where 
qj = (rrj - rj+&‘l, r is a primitive root modulo l2 and rj is the least positive 
rest modulo 1 of rj , pL-lB with C = xi=i qjrL--j-l is principal, whence we 
have x = 0 (mod I), but [7] 
1-2 
2 q&-j-l = (- l)t (rl - r) B, + 0 
i=O 
(mod l), 
where 2t = 1 - 1 and B, is the Bernoulli number. 
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LEMMA 4. A necessary and su$icient condition that h, is divisible by 1 is 
that there exists a singular primary integer p in k such that 
(p) = p’, pS--r” = al, p 2 aoz (mod AZ), (5) 
where p is an ideal in k which is not principal, s is the substitution (5 + p), r 
being a primitive root module I, m is an odd integer, 1 < m < 1, LY is a number 
in k, a, is a rational integer, h = 1 - 5 and we may assume that (p, A) = 1. 
PROOF. [S] In the basis of the irregular class group in k in Lemma 1, the 
number of classes P in (1) which are represented by ideals respectively such 
that p in (3) are primary, that is, p = OL,,~ (mod AZ) with an integer acO in k, is 
equal to the number of classes Q in (2). Hence by Lemma 2 we obtain the 
result of this lemma. 
In the following 5 3 and 5 4 we assume that h, is divisible by I, and there- 
fore by Lemma 4 there exists a singular primary integer p with pp = 5” in k, 
where 5 is a real integer in k. 
$3. We designate by K tn) the cyclotomic field defined by a primitive 
P+l-th root of unity, that is, Kr”) = k([l’l”), where n > 0 and K(O) = k. 
We also designate by R(m) the Kummer field Z@) = Wn)(pl’t) over K(“). 
THEOREM 1. The relative discriminant [9] of the Kummer field I?cn) over 
K(n) is equal to the ideal (l), and in l?(n) 
(A,) = pa)Q(n)S . . . Q(n)SZ-l, (6) 
where A, = 1 - I, , 5, = [1/1*, e(“) is a prime ideal in l?(“), 
and S is the substitution (pllL + [pllz). 
PROOF. Setting 
p =aoz +a$ (mod Az+l), (7) 
where a, is a rational integer, we have 
p 3 aoz + a,(1 - 51)z = aoz + a,(A)’ (mod A”+‘), 
9-m 
P = apm + o 
r7nal(+m-l)a AZ 
1 (mod P-r), 
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whence we obtain from (5), since we may set CX~ = (a[“)1 E a2 (mod ,I’ 1) 
with rational integers b, a, , 
a I = a”“a 
o-o 2 (mod I”). (9) 
From (8) and (9) we have (I( - ~‘a;““‘-“a,) a, = 0 (mod A), whence, 
using (9), (Y - Y”) a, = 0 (mod I), which gives a, E 0 (mod I), since by 
Lemma 3 1 < HZ < 1. Hence we have from (7) 
p 5% uol (mod Azfl). (10) 
From (5) and (10) we obtain the results of this Lemma. [9, IO] 
THEOREM 2. For any unit E -In’ MZ Kin’ a,ehuve@’ = &n&d, g;n’ _ ET% 
where i?c) is the conjugate complex of RF) and a is a rational integer. 
PROOF. Let s be the substitution (<, - rnr), where Y is a primitive root 
modulo ltl+r. Then i” = Q’, that is, s gives the substitution (< ---z 5’). Hence 
by (5) Rtn’ is the Galois field over the rational field. Let $)1) be the 
conjugate complex of A$-(n), that is, A$‘L’ = Afnjs’, where /i’tn) is anv num- 
ber in Rtrl), and t = (I ~ 1) P,‘2. F rom (5) we have easily p,?~ = t’, whence 
pllLpl = [, 
(11) 
where 5 is a real integer in k. Using (1 I), we have, since we may take 
(pqu~ = (/p)Si, i = 1, 2, . ..) z - 2, 
where S is the substitution (pl’l + &+l). Hence we have for any substitution 
0 in the Galois field I?tn) over the rational field and any number Atn) in Z?(n) 
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Now the absolute value of I? (‘z)!.J?‘?l) is equal to 1 and also, since 
by (12) the absolute value of (E’“)/@))’ is equal to 1 for all substitu- 
tions (J, whence [I l] I?(n)/I?(n) = If [i9”. Hence we have, setting 
E’ll) = pqp) 
0 rt 
jp) = 5 ajp, = * qn,. 
0 11 (13) 
On the other hand by Theorem 1 we have Q(n) -&, (plil - a,)/h), whence 
g= =(A,,@- a,)/A) and, since by (11) plj’~l!~ = 5 E uop (modX9). 
P l/l - 0, ~ 6 - UOP”’ 
h h l/l P 
__ I$ - a,” - u,(p’/l - uo) _ 
Aa0 
$1” - a, ~ o 
x 
(mod I?(~)), 
which gives fi cn) = 0 (mod 9cn)). Hence 
e(n) = Q(n), (14) 
Since in I@) the absolute norm of G(n) is equal to 1 by (6) we have ,!?F) = e .d- 
(mod80z)) with a rational integer e, whence by (14) II?:) = e (mod Q()l)). 
Hence, if I?(n) = - Ein) in (13) then we have e = - e (mod Qtn)), whence 
8c) = e = 6 (mod 8’“)) which 
have EF = ,!?An) in (13). 
contradicts that I?:) is a unit. Hence me 
REMARK 1. For any unit Efn) in Kfn) we can obtain Ecn) = [,,TF’ 
with a real unit EC’ by the method analogous to the method of the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Now, let the number of ideal classes in I@) be h(n) = Pa with (E, a) = 1. 
Consider the group of classes of all the ideals in @) of the form %cnJa, 
where !@) is an ideal in I@). This is called the irregular class group of i?(n). 
Similarly, we also consider the irregular class group of Kin). 
Now, since by (5) we may take 
with s = (<, + cn7), where Y  is a primitive root modulo Pfl, we have 
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and 
Hence we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3. For any number A@) in Rtrr) 
&i’RS = @1’S% 
with u = ym-l and v  = Y’-~ 
By Theorem 3, ,$72h”Si’ = A~hka’f-‘%t = d(n) with a = P, where 
b = 1 + va + +?a + . . . + v(z-zla = 0 (mod 11, 
that is, the order of s”S is 1 - 1, and also the order of sa is 1 - 1. Hence in 
I?tn) and IP) we obtain results analogous to Lemma 1, Lemma 2, (1) and 
(2); that is, 
THEOREM 4. [12]Irr k%) we may select a basis for the irregular class group 
(J(n) p . . . 
1' 2, , 2;;' such that 
z(!rl)cu-ci) = 1 
z , i = 1, 2, ..., e, 
where the c’s are positive rational integers and D = sl” or s’“S. 
We designate by 
pen, 
1, 
phi, . ..) ph) 
2 9 hi Wj 
the C(n)‘s mentioned in Theorem 4 such that the corresponding C’S are 
quadratic nonresidues modulo 1, and by 
(17) 
the c?(~)‘s mentioned in Theorem 4 in which the c’s are quadratic residues 
modulo 1. We also designate by Cfttnr the ideals of classes ptn) in (16) such that 
$(n)P = (&I), $mlk-e) = (qz)) (18) 
with c = r(aj+r)l”-‘, where 1” is the order of $t,), Y  is a primitive root modulo 
1” and At”‘, Ap’ are numbers in Z?), and by &cn) the ideals of classes &tn) 
in (17) such that 
fJ(?l,P = (@7)), fihlb-dl = @?I) (19) 
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with d = ryrzb-‘, where Zb is the order of Gcn), rr is a primitive root modulo 
lb and Bfn), &“’ are numbers in @I. 




1 and fibr)b-d*) - -(1 
~h)b-dt)/lo-d) 
1 
with t = (I - 1)/2, respectively, whence 
cgc,qyn, = @?I,) and Q(n) = &nyp’), (20) 
where a;‘, &“’ are numbers in Rtn). 
Similarly, in En) we obtain results analogous to Theorem 4, (16), (17), 
(18), (19) and (20). 
THEOREM 5. In Kfn) there exists no ideal (ptn) such that Fptn) = (A(n)) in 
l?cn), (Ptfi) # (-4’“)) and F)qcn) = (A?)) in Ken), except ideals which 
belong to the class containing the ideal pa in (5) with pz = (p) and a rational 
integer a >, 0, where (Afn)) is a principal ideal in Z@) and (A(“)), (A(“)) are 1 
principal ideals in Ktn). 
PROOF. If (PtR) = (A(n)) in K(n), then A(n)(l-s) = 2%) with a unit E(n) 
in Rtn). Hence, using Theorem 2, we have A(n)(l-S) = I&~,!?:), l?F) = ,!??r), 
whence by (12) (L4(“)/&“))1-s = <“,“. Taking the relative norm Nf(,,),,,(,,, 
of both sides, we have 1 = NR(n),K(n)c: =[zz, which gives t;: = 5” 
with a rational integer b. Hence (~@)/$“))i-~ = (~l/~)b(l-~), whence 
Lq(n)/$n) = (~‘1~)~ ,4?) with a number /IF) in Ktn). Since (pIIt) = p and 
(p(n)!J@) = (A?)), we have v(n)E = pb(AF)) with a number A:’ in K(n). 
Since the order of (pfn) is I, Fptn) = pC(Ap)), where Ap) is a number in 
Kfn) and c is a rational integer. 
REMARK 2. In Theorem 5 p is not principal in Kfn). We can prove this 
result by the method analogous to the method of the proof of Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. 5, is the relatizle norm of a number -J(n) in Rtn) which is not 
a unit, that is 1, = NR(“),g(n)A(n), and (A(,)) = !$(n)(1-S), where $(,) is a 
prime ideal in I@) such that $(n)$‘m) is principal, but $(n) # @)(A:)) 
with an ideal 2P) in Kfn) and a number A:) in I?tn). 
PROOF. By Theorem 1, since the relative discriminant of @) over Kc”) 
is equal to the principal ideal (l), & = AVR(“)jK(njAp) with a number A?) 
in RCn) [13]. If A?) is a unit i?fn), then by Theorem 2 
l,, = N~(n),~d5,“@‘) 
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with a real unit ,!?A?!), whence <,,/<;l = i_P,;Pz, Hence A$itfJ is not a unit. 
Since the relative norm of the ideal (=Ii’“l) is the principal ideal (I), 
(/qfl') = .JjlrLl(l-Sl with an ideal 3’“) [14]. Let the number of ideal classes in 
Z?‘nJ be Pa with (/, 0) =- 1, let s and J be rational integers such that 
2ar + P+iy = 1, and let (% (1 l>~l,,[(rO)fl~ = \@(r~)(BOfl) nrith a prime ideal $(?<I 
and a number B("I in K(~I). The11 (LJ'i~O.A$p))~~ ;= ~~~~~~ll-Sl(~~~~ll~~l), 
whence ~(~I~~S) = (L$?~)) nith -J(n) _ (K:R):'~~))rrr/~(~)(l-Sl. Hence 
;\~zl,Cj,K,,+~) = Q”” = i,, which gives .qtrr) f  E’lfz), where ,J?“’ is a unit, 
and $j(n’$ln) is principal, but $()l’ ti ‘li(“l(~~“‘) with an ideal ‘Xtn) in I\““’ 
and a number By’ in R(rtJ. For, if r@(n’ = 9t(rf’(Bin)). then 
a is a rational integer, whence the relative 
so that < 2 = Pa . -,1 -.7-l 
THEOREM 7. In K(n) there exists no ideal @An) such that 
$p(l-S) = pp), qu + ypyaqll) 
and $~'@I is principal, where .Jp), /!‘(“) me numbers in I?(n) and ‘u(“’ 
is an ideal zn Ken), except ideals zL,hich be&g to the class containing the ideal 
*$(n’W(n) in Theorem 6, where W) is any ideal in K(n) and a is a rational 
integer 3 0. 
PROOF. If ‘$c)(l-S’ = (z$An)) with th e g iven conditions, then the relative 
norm of Jin) is a unit in K(n). Hence by Remark 1 
whence by Theorem 6 
which gives -cfk),/a@ = J(n)%g(n)(l-S) with a number R(n) in Rtn). Hence 
$(“‘/$\‘Tz) = r$(n)%i 
xI, ( 
h) B(n)) \\Tith an ideal cl(p) in 
ra:ionaY integers such that 2s + [v = 1. Then 
K cn). Let s and y  he 
qjcn, = ,pv,p2ns (n)r 
0 0 81 (W) 
= iJpYi& tn)Yll--Sk7tS) hhns,ps 
\T  1 (8~"'). 
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where &“’ is a number in I??‘, Fpr’ is the relative norm of (9:’ and 
g(S) =I-1 +(1-2)s+***+s? 
Hence 
‘p, = ,qp2as 
0 ‘Irp’(p), 
where SF’ is an ideal in IP’ and &?” is a number in xc”‘. 
THEOREM 8. For \Vltn) in Theorem 6 we have !$tn) = r)(n+l)(B(n+l)) with 
a prime ideal (p(n+l) # W)(Bp+l)) in Kfn+l), where Atn+l), l?y+l) are numbers 
in k)(n+l), VP) is an ideal in Kc”) and ‘$(n+l’Q(n+l) is princzpal. 
PROOF. By Theorem 6 5, = N;(,,‘,K’,,&‘, whence 5, = N,+n+l),K~n+~,d(n). 
On the other hand 5, = N~,,,+~‘lK,~+&+l . Hence 
d(n) = ~,+ld(~+lJ’l--SJ 
with a number d(n+l) in I@+r’, whence by Theorem 6 
(21) 
g(n) = ~‘n+yd(n+l’) (22) 
with an ideal %(“+1’ in Kcn+l), which gives ‘g (n)2 = (\~'n+l'/\U'n+l') (dy), 
where djn+l) is a number in I?’ tn+l’. Let x and y  be rational integers such 
that 2x + Zy = 1. Then 
= q+n)Y (g)"(djnH)), 
where (~(‘1’ is the relative norm of ,$cn’ and dini-11 is a number in J?+r’. 
Since there exists a prime ideal ‘JJ(,‘l+” in K(“+l) such that 
mith a number B(n+l) in K(ll+l), we have $tn’ = (p(n+l’(B(a+l’), where 
@n+l’ is a number in @+I’ , and 
with numbers W+r’ 
qyn’ = qpJ(B;;“:l)) 
B(n+l’ in K(n+l). I f  now Qc?i+lJ = ~(nJ(~~+lJ), then 
kh2 a number I?,jn+l’ in R(?I+l). We designate by 
S(“+l’ the substitution (tn+’ - ltn+r). Then by Theorem 2 we have 
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Taking the relative norm :ii$(n+l),R(~) of both sides, we have 1 = <,‘t\, 
which gives L$ = [-b with a rational integer b. Hence 
B (nt1) 
2 ~- = 5:+1@“‘, pn+u 
2 
where %) is a number in I?ltl’, whence ,$(n)/$(nJ = (~lnJ/~(n)) (B(n)), 
which gives r$tn)8 = cU~)(~~n)) with an ideal ?I:) in IQ”) and a number 
k?pr in @). On the other hand by Theorem 6 we have 
where @’ is a number in Rtn) and g(S) = 1 - 1 + (I - 2) S + *.* + P2. 
Hence 
cgbd = cgcnHaz+lv) = cp”(~p’“) qp’“(p”), 
where x and y  are rational integers such that 2x + ly = 1, which is contrary 
to $tR) # Xtn)(A’,“‘) in Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 9. If  for ideals \iitn) and FJcn+l) in I??’ and IP+l), respectively, 
such that %(n)@n) and !8(n+1)!8(n+1) are principal in I@) and IP+l), res- 
pectively, (ii(%) = ‘~?3(~+l’(&+l)) with a number Atnfl) in k?+l), 
0 then for 
CgCnJ, aI(n+l) in (22) and ideals cUfn), !131n) in IQ”) 
(ii’“’ = (gcn)aqp’(~@‘), B((n+l) = qpzt1)a &d(gn’l)), 
(23) 
where a is a rational integer, and a:’ and Bpfl) are numbers in l?(n) and 
IW+l’, respectively. 
PROOF. From atn) = Btn+l)(@+l)) we have by Theorem 2 
p+1, (1-S) (l-dn+l)) 
0 = [:+lEt+l), 
where I?:+” is a real unit in Rtn+l), whence 
( ‘$$ )(l--S-sb+l)’ = ,$z,“,, = (6, 
0 
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On the other hand from (21) we have 
Hence ((~~+l’/A~+l’)/A(n+l’b)l-S = Ap’, where A:’ is a number in i?tn’, 
which implies that &’ = A$n’(1-SJ with a number A:’ in Rfn’. Hence 
((~~n+l)/~'n+l))/~'~+l'b)B~+l' = Ain', where B(n+l' is a number in K(n+l), 
0 1 
whence, using (22), we have 
Since the left side of (24) belongs to Rtn’ and the right side belongs to 
&P+l’, each of them is equal to (up’, which is an ideal in IV’. Hence 
@n'2 = $‘“‘bqn’@~‘), B((n+l)z = 'u h+l)b$+@+l)), 
(25) 
where A’n’ and B:n+l’ are numbers in I@’ and IP+l’, respectively. On the 3 
other hand, taking the relative norm N~c~+~‘,Rc~‘, and Nf~~+n,~l”+n, of both 
sides of %cn’ = !13’n+1’(@+1’), we have 
Qp)’ = @z)(p) and ~h+lh =,@' h+1) 2 (4 h (26) 
respectively, where Bj:n’, 21p’ are ideals in IP’, and /?p’ and Bp+l’ are 
numbers in I?’ and FP+l’, respectively. Let x and y  be rational integers 
such that 2x + Zy = 1. Then we have (5itn’ = @n’2x%(n’z~, whence, using 
(25) and (26), we can easily obtain the result in (23) for aIn’. Similarly by 
(25) and (26) we can also obtain the result in (23) for B(“+l’. 
THEOREM 10. In the irregular class group of IP) there exists at least one 
class containing an ideal D(“’ such that Qtn) = Q(“)(P)) with a number 
Cfn) in K(“), and Qcn) is principal in I??), but not in Ktn). 
PROOF. We designate by A(ll’ a unit in @’ such that N~I,,‘,,+&~ = 1, 
and by Etn’ and Efn) any units in l@’ and IP’, respectively. We also desig- 
nate by (fi’n’ . E’n”l--S’ ) the index of the subgroup consisting of e’n”1-” 
with respect to the group consisting of I?(“‘, and by (E’“) : NI!?“‘) the index 
of the subgroup consisting of Nt-I.I,KtV,I @’ with respect to the group con- 
sisting of Efn). Then we have [15] 
(A . '?I' . $J'?l"lL-S' > 
(E'n' : NE'??') 
- = 1. (27) 
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Now for 71 :> 1 n:, i,,,, K,,,, 5 ,L + 
5,, = NpqKd 
1, but [-I = (p’ ‘)i-‘, and b: Theorem 6 
OL). Hence by (27) there exists at least one HoA) such that 
by Theorem 2 A(m) is real and 
where r?(n) is a number in R(ll) which is not a unit, whence (Cln)) = G’“’ 
with an ideal Q’” ) in K(n) and ctnbll-S) .: C(n)(l-SI , so that i;l?f I = zi(,llCvi?i 1 
with a number 0’1) in KC?{) HelIce a(?~) = QC~) Cl”) -( ). I f  Dc’ll is principal 
in Wn), that is, a(“~) = (C:‘l’), then Ccn) = C’y)Ep) with a unit ,!?ii:“) in 
R(n), whence by (28) &In) = ,QT)(l-s) which is contrary to the above 
result in (28). 
9 4. In this section we shall give the results concerning the prime ideal 
r!cnJ in (6). 
Let h be the order of e(jzJ, that is, G(n)h := (Dth)), where D(n) is an integer 
in a’)l). Then by (14) and Theorem 2 we have D(n) = D(Pz)[,,aEF) with a 
real unit l?AnJ, which gives @) = 8~~1J&a~~~J, whence I?FJ2 = I, so that 
zp) = + 1. Since we may take 5,” = <;2b, if we put D(n)<,,b = Df), then 
7- 
from the above result we have DA??) = & SF). If  now Dp) = - DA71), 
then, since the absolute norm of et71jS is equal to I and D(n) = d ( mod Qc*)s ) 
with a rational integer d, d = - d (mod QtnjSj, which g:ves d z 0 (mod I), 
whence DA,{) =: 0 (mod Q’I~)~) which is contrary to (e(ll), Q(nJs) = 1. 
Hence D(T~) = d:i, whence, if h is odd, then 0 
(i,, ~~ <;l)kJj;) = - gTl - <,l)ki;p. 
Since by (6) ({,, - <;‘)*;‘fiA”’ is an integer and ([,, - <;l)*;‘Dc) --I d’ 
(mod Finn’) with a rational integer d’, we have d’ = - d’ (mod Qcil)), whence 
(l,,, ~ <;‘)*:‘Br) = 0 (mod e”i)) which is contrary to 
Hence we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 11. The order of !i!O1) is even. 
Now, by the method analogous to the method of the proof of Theorem II 
we can prove that if at least one of rational integers a, , a, , ..., ale2 > 0 is 
odd, then ~hJ~,~(n’a,s . . . Q(n)a+?S’m” is not principal. Hence specially we 
have 
SECOND FACTOR OF THE CLASS NUMBER 153 
THEOREM 12. Let each of a,, a, , a*., al-* be 0 or 1 except 
a,=u,=~~~=u,~,=o. 
Then 
fJ(n)a,Q(nh,S . ~(nla,-,P 
is not principal. 
From Theorem 11 we obtain immediately the following result: 
THEOREM 13. The class number of I@) is divisible by 2. 
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